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Given an arbitrary finite Church-Rosser Thue system S, it is shown that the question of 
whether a given congruence class is finite is undecidable, and the question of whether every 
congruence class is finite is not even semidecidable (in fact, I7,-complete). It is shown that the 
question of whether a given (resp. every) congruence class is a context-free language is at least 
as hard. Also, given a finite rewriting system over a commutative monoid, the question of 
whether every congruence class is finite is shown to be tractable. This contrasts with the 
known result that the question of whether a given congruence class is finite requires space at 
least exponential in the square root of the input length. 0 1985 Academic press, IN. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rewriting systems are of importance in several branches of computer science, 
including semantics, theory of computation, database schemes, recursive data types, 
and artificial intelligence. Such systems define rules for transforming objects into 
other objects, so, in the abstract, they define binary relations on the objects in 
question. Often it is the symmetric, reflexive, and transitive closure of such a 
relation that is of interest. In this case, a rewriting system with the Church-Rosser 
property [6] is of especial interest, since it can be used to define normal forms for 
some or all equivalence classes of the relation. 
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In the late 1960s the Church-Rosser property was first studied in connection 
with string-rewriting systems (Thue systems) [ 11. In particular, the equivalence 
classes (called congruence classes) defined by such systems were discovered to have 
interesting properties as formal languages. Over the past few years the scope of this 
study has been considerably widened (see, for instance [2, 14, 16, 171). 
In this paper we study certain decision problems about the congruence classes 
defined by Thue systems which are Church-Rosser. First, we show that the 
question (suitably phrased) of whether a given congruence class is finite is 
undecidable; to be precise, it is complete for C, [S, 213. Also, the question of 
whether a given congruence class is a context-free language is C,-hard. We then 
show that the question of whether every congruence class of a given Thue system is 
finite is complete for II,, and the question of whether every class is context-free is 
U,-hard. (This implies that the questions are undecidable; the I;l,-hardness is 
obtained with no extra effort, by reducing a known Z7,-complete problem to them 
(Theorems 4.2 and 4.4).) It has already been announced [3] that the question of 
whether a given congruence class is finite is undecidable. The unpublished proof of 
this fact was based on a construction, also unpublished, proposed by M. Jantzen 
and B. Monien, whereby and Turing machine could be simulated with a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system. The undecidability results in this paper are based on a 
refinement of Jantzen and Monien’s construction. Further applications of this con- 
struction may be found in [14, 16, 171. 
The latter part of this paper considers similar questions about vector transfor- 
mation systems, which are rewriting systems in commutative monoids. In par- 
ticular, the question of whether every congruence class of such a rewriting system T 
is finite, is shown to be tractable, by an application of Khachian’s algorithm. This 
result is surprising, since it is known that the question of whether a given con- 
gruence class is finite has space complexity between O(cJ”) and O(d”“‘gn) for some 
c, d greater than 1 [4, 11, 13,203. Note that the Church-Rosser property is not 
considered in this part of the paper: the complexity results are for general rewriting 
systems over a commutative monoid. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND TERMS 
An alphabet C is a finite set whose elements are called symbols; C* is the set of 
strings over C, including the empty string e. C* is a monoid (semigroup with iden- 
tity e) under concatenation; we write xy for the concatenation of strings x and y. 
The length 1x1 of a string x is the number of symbols in x. A (finite) Thue system T 
over Z is a finite binary relation on C*. We call the ordered pairs in T the rules of T 
and use the notation c1++ /I to denote a typical rule of T. The Thue congruence Ai 
generated by T is the smallest equivalence relation which contains T and is closed 
under concatenation. Explicitly, it is the reflexive and transitive closure of the sym- 
metric relation 
(UC(V~U~V: U, VEX* and either a+-+fl~ T or /?t*a~~ T). 
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When xc5(,) y we say that x and y are congruent (module T); [x]~ denotes the 
congruence class of x (module T), i.e. the set of strings congruent to x. Although in 
general we shall concentrate on the congruence generated by T, in Section 3 
another relation generated by T is considered, namely, the semi-Thue production, 
which is the asymmetric counterpart of the Thue congruence. 
More usually, however, the rules of T may be reversed in direction without 
changing anything essential. A more significant role will be played by the relative 
lengths of the two strings in a rule of T. Given a rule a c* fl of T, if both sides of the 
rule have equal length, we say that the rule is length-preserving; otherwise, we call 
the longer ‘side the redex and the shorter side the reducr of the rule. Given 
x = uauou/3u = y, where Ial > IpI, we write x +(Tj y, and say that x reduces to y 
and y e,xpands to x. More generally, we say that x reduces to (expands to) y if y can 
be obtained from x by a (perhaps empty) sequence of reductions (respectively, 
expansions). 
A string is irreducible if it can be reduced to no other string. The Thue system T 
is Church-Rosser if given any two strings x and y such that x cS(,) y, there exists 
another string z to which both x and y can be reduced. It follows easily that every 
congruence class (modulo T) contains a unique irreducible element, to which every 
string in the class can be reduced. Thus this irreducible element serves as a normal 
form for all strings in the class. Computation of such a normal form can be 
executed in linear time [2]; it follows that every congruence class of a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system is a context-sensitive language which can be 
recognized in linear time. 
A Turing machine is (formally) a sextuple 2 = (K, C, l7, ,u, qO, p). Here K is the 
(finite) set of states, 2 and I7 the input and tape alphabets, respectively (Cc L7), p 
the transition function (expressed as quintuples: see below), q,, the initial state, and 
/I the blank symbol. Here the abstract machine is conceived as operating on a two- 
way infinite tape separated into squares, and its action at any step is determined 
from the transition function in terms of its current state and the contents of the 
square currently being “scanned.” We use the “quintuple” notation to represent 
entries in p: for instance, a quintuple qiabRqj indicates that when in state qi, if the 
symbol being scanned is an a, then the read/write head writes b in that square, 
moves one square to the right, and adopts the state qi. The Turing machine is 
assumed to be deterministic, i.e., for each pair qi and a, there exists at most one 
quintuple in p beginning qia. 
At any step in a computation of Z the configuration of Z is given by specifying 
the state, the tape square being “scanned,” and the tape contents (the tape is blank 
almost everywhere). We shall use the notation (qi, p, z) to represent a configuration 
of Z. Here, z is a string over n representing a “window” on the tape contents, with 
the convention that the tape is blank elsewhere; qi is the state; and p indexes the 
square currently being scanned implicitly relative to the window z. In other words, 
the square currently being scanned contains the pth symbol of z. If p < 1 or p > IzI 
then the square currently being scanned contains a blank symbol /I. Note that the 
same configuration can be represented in infinitely many ways by changing the 
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relative position and size of the “window.” This will lead to some ambiguities in the 
notation; however, they could easily be resolved by more careful attention to detail. 
The yield relation of the Turing machine 2 can now be defined formally as 
follows. Suppose that 2 is in configuration c = (qi, p, uau), where p = lual. If ,U con- 
tains no quintuple beginning qia then the machine is in a halting configuration. 
Otherwise, if p contains the quintuple qi abRqj then the machine adopts the con- 
figuration c’ = (qj, p + 1, ubo); if p contains the quintuple q,ubLqj then the machine 
adopts the configuration c’ = (qj, p - 1, abu). In this case we write c I-= c’ and say 
that the configuration c yields the configuration c’ directly. The reflexive and tran- 
sitive closure + of the relation I-~ is called the yield relation of 2. Given a string x 
over II;, the initial configuration on input x for 2 is the configuration (qO, 1, x). Z 
halts on input x if the initial configuration on input x yields a halting configuration. 
More generally, a contiguration of Z is mortal if it (eventually) yields a halting con- 
figuration; otherwise it is immortal (so the machine is in an infinite loop). The 
halting problem for a Turing machine Z is to decide which initial configurations are 
mortal; The uniform halting problem is to decide which Turing machines have no 
immortal configurations. 
We shall be considering some nonrecursive predicates. The class 2, is the class of 
all predicates of the form 3yP(x, y), where P(x, y) is recursive; such predicates are 
semidecidable or recursively enumerable, Similarly, the classes ,?Y,, Z7,, and li’, are 
characterized by predicates of the form 32 VyP(x, y, z), Vz 3yP(x, y, z), and VW 3z 
VyyP(x, y, z, w), respectively: see [21]. The halting problem is complete for zr in 
the sense that any problem in .X, is effectively reducible to this problem. Similarly, 
the uniform halting problem is complete for Z7,[21]. 
3. SIMULATING A TURING MACHINE WITH A FINITE CHURCH-R• SSER SYSTEM 
It has been known since 1947 that a Turing machine may be simulated by a finite 
Thue system [19], but only recently has it been noticed that it is possible to con- 
struct a Church-Rosser Thue system to simulate a Turing machine. This obser- 
vation was first made by M. Jantzen and B. Monien (communicated by R. Book). 
This section describes such a construction. 
Let us briefly review Post’s (1947) construction [ 191. Given a Thue system S 
over an alphabet Z, the semi-Thue production ; (s) generated by S is the reflexive 
and transitive closure of the (asymmetric) relation 
{uc(u++u/?u: U, VEX* and ao/?~S} 
Recall that the configurations of a Turing machine Z = (K, ,E, Z7, p, q,,, 8) may be 
encoded as triples (q, p, w) as outlined in Section 2. We may assume that K and 17 
are disjoint. Choose a new symbol h $ (Ku 27) to be used as an endmarker. Then 
(assuming without loss of generality that 1~ p < Iwl) the configuration (q, p, w) 
may be encoded uniquely as huquh, where w = uv and 1~1 = p - 1. (Thus the state- 
symbol is placed immediately before the symbol being “scanned.“) 
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Suppose that the Turing machine Z contains the quintuple q,abRq,, meaning 
that when the symbol a is scanned it is replaced by b and the read/write head 
moves one square to the right. Then the simulating Thue systems T contains the 
production qiu++ bq,. Similarly, if Z contained a quintuple qiabLqj, T would con- 
tain a set of productions cq,u++qjcb for each c in l7, and also the production 
hq,u ++ hq,pb. 
Full details may be found, for instance, in [7]. The key to the simulation is sum- 
marized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The configuration c = (q, i, w) yields the configuration c’ = 
(q’, i’, w’) if and only if there exist encodings hxh of c and hx’h of c’ such that 
hxh 2 ( Tj hx’h. 
Note that the rules of T are mostly length-preserving, but they can be made 
length-increasing if one allows dummy symbols to be inserted into the strings 
representing configurations of Z. Then expansion (modulo T) will simulate the yield 
relation + of Z. If T is to be Church-Rosser then every string encoding a 
(reachable) configuration of Z should encode the entire history of the computation 
which yielded that configuration. This can be accomplished by storing information 
in the dummy symbols. To avoid problems of overlap it will be useful to distinguish 
those dummy symbols and endmarker symbols lying to the left of the symbol 
encoding the state of Z from those lying to the right of that symbol; finally, it will 
be useful to allow the symbol encoding the state to be sometimes placed 
immediately after the symbol being scanned. (These devices ensure the validity of 
Lemma 3.4.) Motivated by the above considerations, we first construct an alphabet 
r over which the Thue system T will be defined. 
(In what follows we assume that K= { qO ,..., qn}, 17= {a, ,..., a,}, where K and Ii’ 
are disjoint, and we choose other disjoint sets K= {pO,..., p,>, and n= {Lii ,..., &}. 
Given a symbol a in Z7, we let Li represent the symbol in ii with the same subscript. 
Clearly this correspondence is a bijection.) The symbols of r may be classified as 
follows: 
(1) Left and right endmarkers $ and rC. 
(2) State symbols, from K and R, the distinction is that the symbols in K will 
be called “right state-symbols,” and the symbol being “scanned” will lie to their 
right, and the symbols in R will be called “left state-symbols,” and the symbol being 
scanned will be to their left. 
(3) Left and right tape symbols. The right tape symbols occur to the right of 
the state symbol, and are identical to the symbols of 17; n constitutes the left tape- 
symbols. 
(4) Left dummy-symbols. These are dummy symbols to the left of the state 
symbol. There is one symbol L, for every pair z in the following two sets: 
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and 
D, denotes the set of left dummy-symbols. 
(5) Right dummy-symbols R, for the same sets of pairs z. We let D, denote 
the set of right dummy-symbols. 
The alphabet r is the set of all symbols in the above five classes. The set 
{ $} u D, u n comprises the left symbols in P, similarly the set {t > u D, u L7 com- 
prises the right symbols of IY Finally, we define a regular set CONFIG which will 
encode all possible configurations of the machine 2: 
CONFIG= {%}~(~uD,)*~(Ku~)+7uD,)**(rC}. 
The strings in CONFIG represent uniquely configurations of 2, defined as 
follows. Let 0 be the homomorphism which replaces every left tape-symbol ti by a, 
leaves the right tape-symbols unchanged, and erases every other symbol in IY 
Again, given any string u of symbols in IZ, U denotes the isomorphic copy of u in 
R* defined in the obvious way. For each string w in CONFIG, there exists a uni- 
que configuration 
of 2, defined as follows: if w is of the form $upiue, then n(w) is the configuration 
(Si, t, e(W)), h w ere t = ) Qu)~, and if w is of the form $uqiuC then n(w) is the con- 
figuration (qi, t + 1,13(w)). Conversely, given a configuration c = (qi, t, z), we write 
a(c) for the string $Uq&, where IuJ = t - 1 and z = uu (this definition assumes that 
1 < t < lzl; to be fully precise would require some more attention to tedious details). 
In general, the same configuration c of 2 can be represented in infinitely many ways 
in CONFIG, including a(c), since the tape symbols may be mixed with dummy 
symbols arbitrarily (except for the restrictions that only left (right) symbols occur 
left (right) of the state-symbol), and the state may be represented as qi or pi. 
Now let us construct another Thue system T whose rewriting rules simulate the 
action of Z. Suppose, for example, that Z has the quintuple qiabRqj; this means 
that when scanning the symbol a while in state qi, the machine writes b in the 
square, moves one square right, and adopts the state qj. Strings in CONFIG 
encoding the configurations in which the symbol a is being scanned in state qi have 
one of the following forms: 
(i) $ualpiuC, where 1 is a (perhaps empty) string of left dummy-symbols. 
(ii) $uq,pauC, where p is a string of right dummy-symbols. 
(iii) If a is the blank symbol B, then $ilp,urb and $uq,pt also represent con- 
figurations in which the square being scanned contains the (blank) symbol B. 
We classify strings in CONFIG in two sets, as follows. If the state-symbol is a left 
state-symbol, then the string is of type B (resp. type A) if the symbol preceding the 
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state-symbol is (resp. is not) a dummy symbol. Similarly, if the state-symbol is a 
right state-symbol, then the string is of type A or B depending on the symbol which 
follows it. Thus a type A string is one in which the string 1 or p, in the above list, is 
empty. 
T includes the productions L,pio piR, R, and qiR, CI L,L,q, for each dummy 
symbol L, and R,. Application of these rewriting rules yields (through expansion, 
modulo T) a string in which the tape symbol being “scanned” is adjacent to the 
state-symbol: in other words, they allow a type B string to be replaced by a type A 
string encoding the same configuration of Z. Then the quintuple qiabRqj of Z may 
be simulated in (i) and (ii) by the rewriting rules 
4ia++L,,hj and aPitt Lcip, &j, 
respectively, Similarly, (iii) can be handled by application of the rewriting rules 
4id 4+ Lq,6bqjd and $Pi++ $L$p,bqi9 
respectively. Note that the choice of dummy symbols allows the redexes of the rules 
introduced to determine the reducts uniquely: this is how the system T can be made 
Church-Rosser. A full description of the Thue system T is given in Table I. In the 
fifth category of Table I, L, and R, are corresponding left and right dummy sym- 
bols. Note that the rules of T are length-increasing, so expansion (modulo T) 
simulates the actions of the Turing machine Z. 
T, 2, and rt ar.e related as follows. Let w be any string in CONFIG. Then 
[w] T c CONFIG. If w is a type B string, then there exists a unique string w’ such 
that w’+ (TJ w, and A(W)) = rc(w). If w is a type A string, then either n(w) is a 
halting configuration and w cannot be expanded (modulo T), or a(w) is not a 
TABLE I 
Quintuple of Z Rules of T 
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halting configuration and there exists a unique string w’ in r* such that w’ ‘CT) w; 
moreover, w’ E CONFIG, and n(w)kZ rc(w’). Finally, if w,,, w, ,.,., is a sequence of 
type B strings in CONFIG such that for each i, wi+ r +(Tj wi, then the length of 
that sequence is bounded above by 1 wO]. These observations may be checked by an 
easy if tedious examination of the rules in T; the final observation holds because the 
rules of category 5 in Table I cause the state-symbol to migrate steadily towards 
one or other end of the strings wi. 
Furthermore, T is Church-Rosser. To see this, let sr ++ t, and s2 +-+ t2 be two dis- 
tinct rules of T, where the right-hand sides ti are longer than the left-hand sides si. 
An inspection of Table I reveals that if t, and t2 overlap at all then they are iden- 
tical, and therefore the rules are identical since the ti determine the si uniquely. It 
follows that Nivat’s criteria [2] are satisfied vacuously, so T is Church-Rosser. The 
salient features of the construction so far established may be summarized as follows: 
LEMMA 3.3. Given a Turing machine Z, one can construct effectively from Z, (i) a 
regular set CONFIG encoding the configurations of Z; (ii) a finite Church-Rosser 
Thue system T over the alphabet of CONFIG; and (iii) a map a from the set of con- 
figurations of Z into CONFIG, and a left inverse rc for a, such that for any string w in 
CONFIG, n(w) is a mortal configuration tf and only tf [w]~ is finite. 
Proof The constructions discussed up in this section are clearly effective. We 
have seen that T is Church-Rosser. Consider any string w in CONFIG. 
It follows from the above discussion that [w]~ is a subset of CONFIG and is 
linearly ordered by the reduction relation. Thus [w] T is finite if and only if there 
exist only finitely many strings w’ in CONFIG which reduce to w. Again following 
the above discussion, [w] T is finite if and only if there exist only finitely many type 
A strings which reduce to w, and this can happen if and only if K(W) is a mortal 
configuration. Q.E.D. 
We now turn to an important property of T and CONFIG, namely, that if some 
string in r* has an infinite congruence class with respect to T, then such a string 
exists in CONFIG. Thus suppose that such a string < exists in r*. Since T is 
Church-Rosser, we may assume that t is irreducible and has infinitely many 
ancestors. Therefore, by K&rig’s lemma [12] there exists an infinite sequence 
where to = t and for each i > 0, 
Note that the left- and right-hand sides of each rule of Teach contain exactly one 
state-symbol. Thus each string ti contains the same number k > 0 of state-symbols; 
also, in each reduction ci+, = U& +(Tj ut/v = ti, the respective occurrences of 4 and 
$ contain exactly one state-symbol, and these two state-sumbols have the same 
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rank r, where 1 < r < k, relative to the other state-symbols in the strings containing 
them. 
DEFINITION. Given any i and r, where 1 <r < k, the rth segment 5; of ri is the 
longest substring o of ti such that (i) w contains exactly one state-symbol, namely 
the rth state-symbol in ti; (ii) only right symbols occur after, and left symbols 
before, the state-symbol; and (iii) $ and t each occur at most once: at the beginning 
and end, respectively, of o. 
Clearly except possibly for lacking one or both endmarkers, the rth segment 5; is 
identical to a member of CONFIG. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that the reduction <i+1 -+(T) ti involves the rth state-symbol 
in each string. Then for 1 <j < k, tfj # r then l{+, = t{, whereas <:+, -+(=, t;l. 
Proof This follows immediately from the observations, which can be verified 
from the definition of 5; and from Table I, that (i) no two segments can overlap, 
and (ii) the redex and reduct are in the rth segment of their respective strings. 
Q.E.D. 
Now let us choose some index r such that, in the sequence of reductions con- 
sidered, infinitely many reductions occur in the rth segment. Consider the strings 5;. 
Notice that since c*(~) p reserves the endmarkers, either all or none of these strings 
begin with $ (resp. end with Cc). Thus we may uniformly prefix $ or append rC to 
these strings, if necessary, thereby obtaining an infinite sequence vi of strings, were 
clearly if 51, i -+(Tj tf then vi+ 1 +(Tj vi, otherwise vi+ I = vi. Now, by definition of 
“segment,” it is clear that all strings vi belong to CONFIG, and by Lemma 3.4, y10 
has infinitely many ancestors. Therefore the following holds: 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf there exists a string < in r* such that [t] T is injmite, then there 
exists a string n in CONFIG such that [nlr is injmite. 
Note that the converse to Lemma 3.5 is trivial. Combining Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 
3.5, the following theorem is immediate: 
THEOREM 3.6. Given a (suitable encoding of) a Turing machine Z, one can effec- 
tively construct (suitable encodings of) (i) an alphabet r, (ii) a regular set CONFIG 
over r, (iii) an encoding o of configurations of Z as strings in CONFIG, (iv) a map- 
ping x from CONFIG onto the set of configurations of Z, and (v) a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system T, such that (a) n(o(c)) = c for every configuration c of 
Z, (b)for any string w in CONFIG, n(w) is immortal if and only if [w] T is infinite, 
and (c) Z possesses an immortal configuration tf and only tf there exists a string 5 in 
r* such that [<I T is infinite. 
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4. QUESTIONS ABOUT THOSE CONGRUENTIAL LANGUAGES 
DEFINED BY CHURCH-R• SSER SYSTEMS 
The simulation developed in the previous sections allows some questions to be 
answered quickly. A congruential language is the union of finitely many congruence 
classes of a finite Thue system T. (Earlier usage had required that the Thue system 
be Church-Rosser or at least almost confluent [ 1,2]; in this section we shall con- 
sider only those congruential languages which can be defined as a single congruence 
class with respect to a Church-Rosser Thue system T.) The first application of the 
construction of Section 3, namely Theorem 4.1, was reported in [3], based on a 
construction similar to that of Section 3. However, the original construction 
proposed by Jantzen and Monien was insufficient to prove the other results of this 
section. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T over an 
alphabet r such that the question: Is [w] .finite? is undecidable for strings w over r. 
Prooj Let Z be a Turing machine whose halting problem is undecidable. From 
Z, construct the Thue system T of Theorem 3.6. Given an initial configuration 
(qO, 1, x) of Z one can construct effectively a string w over r which is irreducible 
(modulo T) and such that [w] T is finite if and only if Z halts an input x. Hence the 
question of whether [w] T is finite is undecidable. Q.E.D. 
Notice that Theorem 4.1 involves an effective reduction of the halting problem, so 
the question: Is [wlT finite? is Cl-hard [21]. We can be more precise than that, 
since finiteness of [w] T can be expressed in the following form: “There exists a finite 
set Y containing w such that Y is saturated with respect to cS(rj, i.e., every string 
directly transformable to a string in Y is already in Y.” This formulation shows that 
the problem is in z, (whether or not T is Church-Rosser). Thus the problem is 
complete for C, . 
Let us abbreviate the property stated above as 3YP( Y, T, w); note that 
P( Y, T, w) is recursive granted suitable encodings. Similarly, given a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system T, finiteness of every congruence class [w-Jr can be 
expressed as VW 3YP( Y, T, w), so this property is in i72 [21]. We shall see that it is 
complete for this class. 
The proof of the above result required the effective constructibility of w from the 
initial configuration on input x, but only the existence of T. We can and will show 
that there is no algorithm to decide, given T, whether every congruence class 
(modulo T) is finite. This requires effective constructibility of T from a suitable 
encoding of the Turing machine Z. The uniform halting problem is as follows: given 
a Turing machine 2, to decide whether every configuration is mortal, i.e., whether 
or not there exists any configuration (not necessarily an initial configuration) from 
which Z will continue to compute indefinitely. It is known [8, 91 that such a 
question is undecidable, indeed, that it is complete for n2. Hence another con- 
sequence of Theorem 3.6 is as follows: 
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THEOREM 4.2. The question: Does T admit any infinite congruence class? (where 
T, a finite Church-Rosser Thue system, is given as input) is undecidable; indeed, it is 
complete for I12. 
ProojI Given any Turing machine Z one can construct effectively from Z an 
alphabet f and a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T over r such that T admits 
an infinite congruence class if and only if Z admits an immortal configuration. 
Hence the given question is an effective reduction of the uniform halting problem, 
which is complete for 17,. Q.E.D. 
A Thue system T is monadic if for every rule 4 t+ 9 of T, one of the given strings 
has length < 1. It is known [S] that the question given in Theorem 4.2 is decidable 
if the Thue systems T are required to be Church-Rosser and monadic. Another 
point to note is that the question: Does T admit any finite congruence class? is 
trivially decidable: every congruence class is infinite if and only if [e] T # {e} where 
e is the empty string. 
An open question is whether decision procedures exist for the above problems for 
Thue systems with just one rule. One tempting conjecture, for instance, is that in 
such a system a congruence class [w] T is infinite if and only if given z -+ (Tj w, w is a 
substring of z: this is in analogy to the “self-embedding” behavior considered in the 
next section (Lemma 5.2). However, a counterexample is provided by the Thue 
system {baa c* aaabba} with w = bbaa. Here bbaa tt baaabba c, aaabbaabba so the 
“self-embedding” occurs after two steps, not one. In general, the “self-embedding” 
can be delayed any finite number of steps: to do this, define the solitary rewrite rule 
to be 
ba(ab”a)“-*aoa(ab”a)“-*aab”a 
and let w = b”a(ab”a)“-*a. After k expansions using the rule we get the string 
Assuming n > 2, for n > k > 1 wk contains a block of three consecutive a’s, and w 
must occur after this block if it occurs in wk. It follows easily that the self- 
embedding can only occur, and does occur, for k = n. 
Some further observations about congruential languages are appropriate here. If 
T is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system, then it is not difficult to show that every 
congruence class is context-sensitive: indeed, if T is also monadic, the grammar con- 
structed will be context-free, and every congruence class will be context-free. (They 
are actually deterministic context-free [2].) Furthermore, it is shown in [2] that if 
T is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system, then every congruence class is not only 
context-sensitive, but it is accepted in linear time. Thus the congruential languages 
form a class of languages all of which are context-sensitive and easily recognized; 
however, their finiteness is still undecidable (Theorem 4.1). 
Another interesting decision problem is: When is a congruential language con- 
text-free? [ 11. As noted above, when T is a monadic (Church-Rosser) Thue system, 
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then every congruence class is deterministic context-free. The class of Thue systems 
inducing context-free languages has been extended beyond the monadic systems to 
include systems called basic Thue systems [15]. We shall now see that there is no 
effective way to classify those Thue systems which always induce context-free 
languages. More precisely, we shall see (Theorem 4.4 below) that if Sz is any family 
of context-free languages containing all the finite languages, then there is no 
algorithm to determine of a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T whether every 
congruence class (resp. a given congruence class) is in Sz. 
To construct languages which are not context free, we shall invoke the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Given a language L with the following property: There exists a con- 
stant c > 1 such that for all u, u in L, if IuI > JuI then 1111 > clul, then L is context-free 
if and only if it is finite. 
Proof: A simple application of the pumping lemma for context-free languages 
cw Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.3 can be used to strengthen Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, by modifying Turing 
machines in the following manner. Let Z be any Turing machine. We construct a 
Turing machine Z’ which simulates Z, with the following differences: (i) it never 
writes a blank symbol, so in any legal configuration the blank squares can never 
have been visited; (ii) when in a state q representing a state of Z, rather than 
executing the next. move for Z (if defined), the machine marks the square being 
scanned (to remember the state), enters a “left sweep” state, sweeps left till it first 
scans a blank square, then sweeps right till it scans another blank square (in a 
“right sweep” state), sweeps back to the marked square, unmarks it, and enters 
another state q’ for which the transitions are defined exactly as for q. Thus the 
read/write head sweeps back and forth across the workspace between every 
simulated move of Z. 
Clearly, if Z has an immortal configuration then the same configuration is 
immortal for Z’; the converse also holds, since by assumption the left and right 
sweeps must halt once a blank square is reached, so an infinite computation 
sequence of Z’ simulates infinitely many moves of Z. The construction of Z’ from Z 
can clearly be made effective. Now let w be any configuration of any Turing 
machine 2. Applying the construction outlined above, we obtain a Turing machine 
Z’ for which o is also a configuration and it is immortal for Z’ if and only if it is 
immortal for Z. Applying Theorem 3.6, we obtain a finite Church-Rosser Thue 
system T simulating Z’, and a string w encoding o. 
If o is a mortal configuration of Z, then it is a mortal configuration of Z’; hence, 
[w] T is finite. Conversely, if w is an immortal configuration of Z’, then [w] T is 
infinite. Let w, and w2 be two strings in [w] T such that rr(wl) represents a “live” 
configuration, i.e., one where a transition simulating a move of Z is about to be 
performed, and rr(w2) represents the next “live” configuration. Then one can easily 
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show, by referring to Table I, that d, B 4d, + 1, where dj is the number of dummy 
symbols in wj. Let h be the homomorphism on f which erases all non-dummy sym- 
bols and preserves the dummy symbols. Since the set X of all strings encoding “live” 
configurations is regular, it follows that h( [w] Tn X) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.3. Hence this set, and hence [w]~, is context-free if and only if o is a 
mortal configuration of Z. We may therefore deduce the following extension of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Q be any family of context-free languages which includes all 
finite sets. Then (i) there exists a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T such that the 
question: Given a string w, is [w]= in Q? is Z,-hard, and (ii) the question: Given a 
finite Church-Rosser system T, is every congruence class [w] T in Q? is LIZ-hard. 
Note that since Q can be arbitrary subject to the conditions of Theorem 4.4, it is 
not possible to place the given decision problems exactly in the arithmetic 
hierarchy. For example, if Q is the family of all context-free languages, it is easy to 
see that problem (i) of the Theorem is in C, and problem (ii) is in l7,, but whether 
they are complete for these classes is still open. 
Remark. We have exploited the fact that the uniform halting problem is com- 
plete for 17,. The undecidability of the uniform halting problem follows from 
Hooper’s construction in [9], or can be proved directly by diagonalization [8]. 
The construction in [9] transforms the question of whether a given Turing machine 
Z halts on input x to the question of whether another Turing machine Z, possesses 
any immortal configuration, or indeed, any immortal generalized configuration (in 
which there may be infinitely many nonblank tape-squares). This simulation has the 
property that if Z, admits any immortal configuration, then it has an infinite com- 
putation sequence in which infinitely many “checkpoint” configurations may be 
identified with the property that the size of the workspace used increases by at least 
y between these configurations. It would follow that the corresponding congruence 
class (modulo a Thue system TX simulation Z,) would not be context-free. Thus it 
would be unnecessary to modify the machine Z, any further. However, the con- 
struction in [9] is very complex, and the proof adopted here makes the treatment 
more self-contained. 
5. REWRITING SYSTEMS IN COMMUTATIVE MONOIDS 
In this section questions analogous to those of Section 4 are asked about com- 
mutative monoids. Here questions which were undecidable for Thue systems 
become decidable; in some cases they turn out to have unexpected complexities. 
Consider the question of whether a given congruence class [xl, is finite, where T is 
a rewriting system over a commutative monoid containing x. This question is 
known to be roughly exponential space complete when both x and T are provided 
as input to the problem [4, 11, 13,201. (The space bound is at least exponential in 
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JU and at most exponential in n log 12, where n measures the input size [ZO].) In 
this section we shall see that the question of whether all such congruence classes are 
finite can be solved in polynomial time, given a suitable representation of the 
system T as input. Thus there is a striking contrast between the degree of 
undecidability of the two questions in the noncommutative case and the complexity 
of the questions in the commutative case. 
A free commutative monoid over an alphabet C can be identified with strings of 
the form aitaiz.. . a& 
1 2 k, where 2 = (a, ,..., ak } and ijEN (N is the set of nonnegative 
integers). In what follows these strings will be identified with k-vectors of non- 
negative integers. Let us call a rewriting system over a free commutative monoid a 
commutative Thue system. Thus a commutative Thue system consists of rules of the 
form Uo V, where U and V are k-vectors over N. 
The main result of this section will show that, given a commutative Thue system 
T, the question of whether T admits an infinite congruence class is not only 
decidable, but also tractable. To prove this we must first consider the natural order 
6 on Nk defined as follows: 
U B V if and only if for all i such that 1 < i < k, Ui < Vi 
( Ui is the ith component of U). 
Write V> U when V > U and V # U, and say that a vector U is positive when 
U > 0. (Note that these notions apply to vectors over the set R of real numbers as 
well). An antichain is a set X of k-vectors such that for no two distinct vectors V 
and Win Xis V< W. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists no infinite antichain in N”. 
Sketch of Proof: It is easier to prove a stronger statement: if X is an infinite set 
of k-vectors, then it contains an infinite ascending chain; this can be proved by 
induction on k. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary was proved by Karp and Miller in [ 111. 
LEMMA 5.2. A commutative Thue system T admits an infinite congruence class if 
and only if there exist two congruent vectors U and V such that UC V. 
ProojI If such a pair of vectors exists, then [U] T must be infinite: write W for 
V- U; by hypothesis W is in Nk, and W> 0. By definition, U is congruent to 
U + n W for any nonnegative integer n, so the congruence class of U is infinite. 
Conversely, if T admits an infinite congruence class, then that class cannot be an 
antichain, so there exist two vectors U and V in the class such that U-C V. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us say that if T satisfies the second alternative in Lemma 5.2 then it admits a 
self-embedding. Notice that the observations in Lemma 5.2 show us immediately 
that the question of whether a given congruence class [xl= is finite is decidable: 
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clearly, [x]~ is recursively enumerable, and by enumerating its elements one will 
eventually either enumerate all of it-showing it is finite-or exhibit a pair U, I/ of 
members of the class such that U < V. For an estimation of the efficiency of this 
technique and the general complexity of the problem, see [4, 11, 13,201. 
Let us turn to the question of whether every congruence class of a commutative 
Thue system T is finite. First define the unrestricted vector addition system 
UVAS(T) as the set of k-vectors 
LEMMA 5.3. A commutative Thue system T admits a self-embedding if and only if 
there exists a positive k-vector W in Qk expressible as a linear combination (over Q) 
of vectors in UVAS( T). 
Proof. Suppose that T admits a self-embedding. Note that if U-C V and 
U kc,) V then V- U is expressible as a sum of vectors in UVAS( T). In particular 
W = V - U has the stated property. 
Conversely, suppose that such a positive vector W exists in Qk. By multiplying by 
a sufficiently large factor, we obtain a vector W’ which is linear combination (over 
N) of vectors in UVAS(T). Thus there exists a sequence WO,..., W, of vectors over 
the set Z of integers that W0 = 0, W: = W’, and fl+ I - W: E UVAS( T) for 0 6 i < r. 
Choose any positive vector U in Nk such that each vector U+ Wl is positive. Then, 
writing V for U+ I+“, U < V, and U As(T) V as required. Q.E.D. 
Thus the existence of an infinite congruence class for T is equivalent to the 
existence of a positive linear combination W (over Q) of UVAS(T). 
Let { Ui: 1~ i< n} represent UVAS(T) as a set of column vectors, so by 
Lemma 5.3 the problem is to decide whether there exists a positive rational vector 
W of the form 
i=O 
where the aj are rational numbers. This problem can be solved by Khachian’s 
algorithm [ 181, in time polynomial in the size of the description of the column vec- 
tors Ui as bit-strings, and hence in time polynomial in the size of (a suitable 
description of) T. Hence we may conclude the following 
THEOREM 5.4. Given a commutative Thue system T, the question: Does T admit 
an infinite congruence class? is tractable. 
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